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Before the full score was released, everyone involved used the
pilot's title, Untitled (An Episode from Yellowjackets), for its release.
It was easy enough to hide that it was a different score in that it
was, well, what we'd expect from a sitcom rather than a full-length
rock score. But it needed a title, so Untitled (An Episode from
Yellowjackets) stuck as the score's moniker, and would eventually
become the band's name. Prior to the pilot airing, the band was
already established as the Yellowjackets, and played around Los
Angeles with a host of other musicians, including Yoko Ono, Sam
Phillips, and of course, with a host of other bands like The Squirrel
Nut Zippers, the Books and the Yardbirds. When executive producer
Stephen J. Cannell gave the Yellowjackets a spot on the television
show, it was already over two years later, and some of the band's
members had changed. But they were the same crew who'd worked
on Shrill and Republic of Sarah, and were both experts at writing for
musicians and for working with TV. They'd been focusing more on
the twin subjects of the theater and television, and were definitely
living the dream. There was a good reason why this band was so
good and successful. The catch was, the Yellowjackets had already
been auditioning for and scoring a television show for two years. So
there was not a lot of room for them to write anything new. They
knew that, to any band looking for their first shot at a television
show, it was going to be a struggle. But for a band like
Yellowjackets, working on a television show is the ultimate, and
they'd already had a taste of what it was like. So when they
decided to do Yellowjackets, they had the motivation, experience,
and the clout to go as they were.
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set list. pianist art lande joins guitarist nguyen le for a duo
performance at dazzle tonight.. eric gunnisons wake up call is

scheduled at jazzjacks thi s evening. funky galactic headlines two
nights at the fox theatre on thursday and friday. guitarist mike

stern joins the yellowjackets at the boulder theater on oct. 4 in their
first collaboration in 15 years. disclaimers: please note that this
book includes members only and full songbooks are not for sale.
fender matrix tabs, sets and original composition showcased by
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